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OverviewOverview

Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak is a renowned cardiologist associated withDr. P. Ranganath Nayak is a renowned cardiologist associated with
Manipal Hospitals in Millers Road, Bangalore. Dr. Nayak is activelyManipal Hospitals in Millers Road, Bangalore. Dr. Nayak is actively
involved with various societies, including the Cardiological Society ofinvolved with various societies, including the Cardiological Society of
India and the Association of Physicians of India, where he contributesIndia and the Association of Physicians of India, where he contributes
his expertise and stays updated with the latest advancements in thehis expertise and stays updated with the latest advancements in the
field. Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak is an esteemed member of severalfield. Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak is an esteemed member of several
prestigious medical organisations and fellowships. He has been a fellowprestigious medical organisations and fellowships. He has been a fellow
associate of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, the Indianassociate of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, the Indian
College of Cardiology, the Endovascular Society of India, and theCollege of Cardiology, the Endovascular Society of India, and the
Vascular Society of India. Working for two decades in the medical field,Vascular Society of India. Working for two decades in the medical field,
Dr. Nayak has established himself as an expert in clinical cardiologyDr. Nayak has established himself as an expert in clinical cardiology
and heart failure. His dedication to evidence-based medicine andand heart failure. His dedication to evidence-based medicine and
clinical-based complex coronary, peripheral, and structuralclinical-based complex coronary, peripheral, and structural
interventions sets him apart as a leading figure in his specialty. Dr.interventions sets him apart as a leading figure in his specialty. Dr.
Nayak is also recognised as an accomplished speaker and trainer atNayak is also recognised as an accomplished speaker and trainer at
international and national meetings, where he communicates hisinternational and national meetings, where he communicates his
knowledge and expertise with fellow medical professionals apart fromknowledge and expertise with fellow medical professionals apart from
his clinical practice. He is a recognised teacher of the Dip NBhis clinical practice. He is a recognised teacher of the Dip NB
(cardiology) program and has mentored six trainees under his(cardiology) program and has mentored six trainees under his
guidance. Moreover, he is an associate fellow of the American Collegeguidance. Moreover, he is an associate fellow of the American College
of Cardiology, further demonstrating his dedication to his field andof Cardiology, further demonstrating his dedication to his field and
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continuous professional development. Dr. Nayak is the bestcontinuous professional development. Dr. Nayak is the best
cardiologist in Millers Road, Bangalore. Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak hascardiologist in Millers Road, Bangalore. Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak has
received multiple prestigious awards throughout his career. In 1991, hereceived multiple prestigious awards throughout his career. In 1991, he
was awarded the Hargobind Overseas Training Fellowship, anwas awarded the Hargobind Overseas Training Fellowship, an
esteemed recognition for his training in interventional cardiology inesteemed recognition for his training in interventional cardiology in
Australia and France. This unique opportunity allowed him to enhanceAustralia and France. This unique opportunity allowed him to enhance
his expertise and bring innovative techniques and approaches to hishis expertise and bring innovative techniques and approaches to his
practice. He is also a certified trainer for hypertension management,practice. He is also a certified trainer for hypertension management,
emphasising his commitment to providing comprehensive care for hisemphasising his commitment to providing comprehensive care for his
patients. Dr. Nayak's exceptional services in the field of cardiologypatients. Dr. Nayak's exceptional services in the field of cardiology
were acknowledged with the Nightingales Award in 2004, presented bywere acknowledged with the Nightingales Award in 2004, presented by
the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Karnataka. This honour highlights histhe Hon'ble Chief Minister of Karnataka. This honour highlights his
unwavering commitment and exceptional care provided to his patients.unwavering commitment and exceptional care provided to his patients.
In 2010, he was honoured with the Rajatha Puraskar, further solidifyingIn 2010, he was honoured with the Rajatha Puraskar, further solidifying
his reputation as a distinguished medical professional. Dr. Nayak ishis reputation as a distinguished medical professional. Dr. Nayak is
fluent in Hindi, English, and Kannada, allowing him to communicatefluent in Hindi, English, and Kannada, allowing him to communicate
effectively with diverse patients and provide personalised care. Dr. P.effectively with diverse patients and provide personalised care. Dr. P.
Ranganath Nayak's contributions extend beyond the clinical setting. HeRanganath Nayak's contributions extend beyond the clinical setting. He
has published several papers in index journals, showcasing hishas published several papers in index journals, showcasing his
dedication to research and his commitment to advancing thededication to research and his commitment to advancing the
cardiology field. His expertise and insights have been instrumental incardiology field. His expertise and insights have been instrumental in
shaping the knowledge and understanding of various aspects ofshaping the knowledge and understanding of various aspects of
cardiology. With his exceptional skills, extensive experience, andcardiology. With his exceptional skills, extensive experience, and
remarkable achievements, Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak stands as aremarkable achievements, Dr. P. Ranganath Nayak stands as a
respected and trusted cardiology consultant, providing exemplaryrespected and trusted cardiology consultant, providing exemplary
patient care and making significant contributions to the cardiologypatient care and making significant contributions to the cardiology
field.field.

Fellowship & MembershipFellowship & Membership

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh.Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh.
Indian College of Cardiology.Indian College of Cardiology.
Endovascular Society of India.Endovascular Society of India.
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Vascular Society of India.Vascular Society of India.
Associate Fellow, American College of Cardiology.Associate Fellow, American College of Cardiology.
Cardiological Society of India.Cardiological Society of India.
Association of Physicians of India.Association of Physicians of India.

Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

Clinical Cardiology and Heart FailureClinical Cardiology and Heart Failure
Evidence and clinical-based complex coronary, peripheral andEvidence and clinical-based complex coronary, peripheral and
structural interventionsstructural interventions

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

EnglishEnglish
HindiHindi
KannadaKannada

Awards & AchievementsAwards & Achievements

Rajatha Puraskar - 2010Rajatha Puraskar - 2010
Nightingales Award for outstanding services in the field of Cardiology – 2004 (Awarded by the Hon’ble ChiefNightingales Award for outstanding services in the field of Cardiology – 2004 (Awarded by the Hon’ble Chief
Minister of Karnataka).Minister of Karnataka).
Awarded Hargobind Overseas Training Fellowship – 1991 – for training in Interventional Cardiology in AustraliaAwarded Hargobind Overseas Training Fellowship – 1991 – for training in Interventional Cardiology in Australia
and France.and France.

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Recognized teacher of Dip NB (cardiology) programme, have had 6 trainees trained under my stewardship,Recognized teacher of Dip NB (cardiology) programme, have had 6 trainees trained under my stewardship,
been as faculty.been as faculty.
Speaker and as trainer at several International and National meetings.Speaker and as trainer at several International and National meetings.
Certified trainer for hypertension management.Certified trainer for hypertension management.
Published several papers in index journals.Published several papers in index journals.
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